CHAKRA VASTU
Chakra Vastu is the science of balancing universal energies and maximizing their benefits in a
Home or Workplace by enhancing the Chakras and Elements of Vastu Purush. It's a simple yet
powerful system of reaping maximum benefit by managing energies and influences of the Five
Elements, Planets, Chakras, Geometries, Directions and other tools. The entire universe is
made up of Panchbhuta or the five elements - Ether (Akash), Air (Vayu), Fire (Agni), Water (Jal)
and Earth (Prithvi). These elements and their energies reside both inside and outside of human
beings and human dwellings too.
The ancient science of Vastu Shastra, which is derived from Vedas, states the presence of the
Vastu Purush, the God of structures and construction in every human dwelling. The Vastu
Purush lies with his head towards the Northeast and his feet towards the Southwest with
various Deities mounted on Him, becoming the presiding Deities of respective directions.
Different energies corresponding to different elements and Chakras of the Vastu Purush reside
in different directions and thus at various locations in a human dwelling. Chakra Vastu works
on the principle of maximizing various energies and designing your home or work place in
accordance with prevailing energies.
Energies of various Chakras, Elements and Planets reside in different directions in a dwelling.
To gain maximum benefits and get optimal results from these energies each corner and area is
advised to be used for a particular activity. For instance, the Sahasrara Chakra of the Vastu
Purush is in Northeast direction. Energy of ether element is also present in this direction. Thus
Northeast direction is most suitable to direction for mediation purposes and to build a Puja
room. Similarly it’s best to have kitchen in the direction where the fire element resides in the
dwelling.
If your home or office isn’t designed accordingly then to make your dwelling Chakra Vastu
complaint and to reap maximum benefits from universal energies, Chakra Vastu has devised
kits using different energy products and elements to balance particular energies and to reap
maximum benefits from them.

CHAKRA VASTU ENERGIZERS
 Wisdom Success Chakra Vastu Kit
 Lapiz Lazuli rock with Ether energizers to activate your
Guru Corner
 This kit with a large natural Lapiz Lazuli rock, with 4, 5 and
11 mukhi Rudraksha beads and Yellow Sapphire beads,
electrifies your Ether Corner and provides waves of
creativity, wisdom, new ideas and new opportunities in
your dwelling.
 This powerful kit also mends Vastu defects in the North
portion of house/office and opens communication energy
blockages.
 Surya Power Chakra Vastu Kit
 Natural Yellow Jade rock with energizers to activate your
Fire corner
 This kit with a large yellow Jade rock and powerful
elements of 3 mukhi and 12 mukhi java Rudraksha beads,
Ruby and Yellow Topaz beads electrifies your South-East
Corner providing you power, strength, name, fame and
success.
 This powerful Kit also mends Vastu defects in South East
of home/office and opens energy blockages.
 Stability Success Chakra Vastu Kit
 Natural Tiger Eye rock with Earth energizers to activate
your Success and Stability Corner.
 This kit with powerful elements of 8 mukhi Rudraksha
bead, Black Agate Bead, cat’s eye bead and Iron ring
enhances your South West corner and promotes
abundance, success, stability, support and good health.
 This powerful kit also mends Vastu defects in South West
portion of home/office and opens energy blockages.

 Cosmic Union Chakra Vastu Kit
 Natural Gomedh rock with divine energizers to activate
your Spiritual Corner
 This kit with a large natural Gomedh rock and powerful
elements of 9 mukhi Rudraksha bead, Gomedh Bead,
Sphatik bead, Parad gutika charges your North East corner
and spreads waves of spirituality, divine grace and luck.
 This powerful kit also mends Vastu defects in North East
portion of home/office and opens your dwelling to good
luck.
 Peace Harmony Chakra Vastu Kit
 Natural Orange Jade rock with energizers to activate your
West corner
 This kit with powerful elements of a large natural Orange
Jade rock and 2, 10, 13 mukhi Rudraksha beads and
Orange carnelian and pearl bead charges your West
Corner and promotes creativity, intellect, harmony,
protection and peace.
 This powerful kit also mends Vastu defects in West
portion of home/office and opens your dwelling to
harmonious relationships.
 Supreme Kavach Chakra Vastu Kit
 Natural Red Jasper rock with Mars energizers to activate
your Earth Corner.
 This kit with powerful elements of a large Red jasper rock
with 6 mukhi and 14 mukhi Rudraksha bead and Coral
bead charges the South portion of your home/office and
gives protection, power and good health. The dwellers
imbibe energy to face challenges in life.
 This powerful kit also mends Vastu defects in South
portion of home/office and opens energy blockages.

 Wealth Success Chakra Vastu Kit
 Natural Rose Quartz rock with energizers to activate your
Venus Corner
 This kit with powerful elements of a large Rose Quartz
rock and 7 mukhi and Gauri Shankar Java Rudraksha beads
and Pink Tourmaline bead electrifies your wealth corner
and enhances prosperity, good fortune, abundance and
wealth.
 This powerful kit also mends Vastu defects in East portion
of home/office and opens up abundance energy
blockages.
 Desire fulfillment Chakra Vastu Kit
 Natural green jade rock with Air energizers to activate
your North West corner
 This kit with a large natural green Jade rock and powerful
elements of 15 mukhi Rudraksha bead and Emerald bead
electrifies your home and promotes desire manifestation
and wish fulfillment.
 This powerful kit also mends Vastu defects in North West
of home/office and opens up your dwelling to good
relationships and support from outside world.
 Fortune Success Chakra Vastu Kit
 Natural Iolite rock with divine energizers to activate your
North East Corner
 This kit with a large natural Iolite gemstone and 17 mukhi
Rudraksha bead and blue Sapphire bead with lead metal
hanging promotes intellectual and materialistic
abundance.
 This powerful kit also mends Vastu defects in North East
portion of home/office and opens material energy
blockages.

 Graha Abha Mandal
 As per Chakra Vastu, this powerful kit is to be kept or
buried in the center of the plot, where the navel of the
Vastu Purush lies. This is done during Bhoomi Pujan, it
greatly enhances the aura of the entire dwelling. This
powerful kit emits, attracts and anchors vital universal
energies and also enhances the amount and strength of
various cosmic energies. The kit provides waves of power,
strength, success, abundance and fame to the residents of
the property.
 The kit consists of following energy products:
 Green Jade Pyramid
 Brass Shree Yantra
 Vastu Purush idol in brass
 Auspicious coconut wrapped in yellow thread
 Sri Phal, Gomti Chakra, Cowry, Moti Shankh, Ganesh
Shankh, Sudarshan Shankh
 Nav Dhanya in earthen pot
 Shaligram
 Trishakti
 Brass Gada
 Laxmi Narayan Yantra
 Five different metals (Parad, Copper, Silver, Iron, Brass)
 Nine herbs including Agar, Tagar, Sandal, Jatamasi,
Rosewood, Nagarmotha, Nagkesar and Khus
 Seven salts/sands taken from under Palace, Elephant,
Horse, Road, Snake, Sea and Chariot
 Mixture of water from seven rivers (Ganga, Yamuna,
Godavari, Narmada, Kaveri, Brahmaputra, Shipra)

DIRECTIONS AND THEIR USE AT ANY PREMISE IN CHAKRA VASTU
Directions play an important role in Chakra Vastu for home. Let's take a look at the significance
of different directions in Chakra Vastu.
 North:
 The element present in the North side is Ether. This is the area for expression, creativity
and communication. It's best to have study room, living room, board room and staff cabins
here.
 The energies of various Chakras and elements can be enhanced and used for
empowerment and success by using various tools with the correct methodology. Using the
suitable Chakra energy of the Vastu Purush and the five elements as per the principals of
Chakra Vastu, will enable maximum utilization of these energies to produce optimal results.
As you use the five elements of nature in the different directions, it will usher in all positive
energy in different aspects of your life.
 South:
 The South is the area that provides energy and stability to the dwelling. It is ideally utilized
for bedroom, director's cabin and store room. The element present here is Earth. In the
South direction, Earth element can be balanced putting vases, pots and plants. South area
can also be balanced by putting some heavy furniture or household items.
 East:
 The East side is known as the fulfiller of prayers and desires. This is the direction from
where energy emanates and sun rises. This is the direction from where energy is being
distributed in all areas of the dwelling. This area may be utilized for living room, study
room, meditation purposes, Puja room and entrance. The element present here is Fire.
 West:
 The God of Oceans, Lord Varuna, rules the west direction according to Vastu. This west
direction is best for creative pursuits. Children's study room and designing rooms are best
placed here. The element present here is Water. In the west direction, balance the water
 Element by keeping a fountain or flowers floating on water. Balance this area by with bright
orange color and let creativity bloom here.
 Northeast:
 Northeast side is ruled by the presence of God consciousness. Therefore, this is one of the
most important directions in Chakra Vastu and should be kept empty and clean. This area
may be utilized for meditation purposes, Puja room and entrance. The Element present
here is Ether. In the Northeast direction, place Puja altar or divine symbols. Keep it open so
that the rest of the dwelling is energized by the divine energies emanating from this area.

 Northwest:
 The Northwest direction is for air/wind. This is the most central of all elements and
connects one to energy of all rooms. This is the area of maximum movements also. Here
desires are fulfilled and it is best to have sales and marketing department, meeting room,
living room and dining room. In the Northwest direction, balance the air element by simply
opening the windows for some time in the morning. Let there be the circulation of fresh air.
You will find relationships improving when the air element is balanced.
 Southeast:
 The Southeast direction is ruled by fire; hence, it has an abundance of fire energy in it.
Ideally, it may be utilized for kitchen, board room, sales and marketing department and
conference room. In the Southeast direction balance the fire element by lighting oil lamp
and using sufficient lighting. A balance of the fire element will improve the health of all the
dwellers.
 Southwest:
 The Southwest direction is the area that provides energy, career success, wealth and
stability to the dwelling. It is ideally utilized for bedroom and director's cabin. The element
present here is Earth. In the Southwest direction, balance the Earth element by putting
plants. Plants have the capability to absorb all kinds of negative elements and thus help in
cleaning the environment. Other than plants, another important way of balancing the
Southwest side is by placing heavy usable storage items. The owner/director needs to
reside here to build a Stable and supportive environment.

HOW TO TAKE DIRECTIONS?
 To take directions you will have to first locate the center of your property. If your property
is roughly square or rectangle shaped, you can draw end to end diagonals and the center of
your property would be where the diagonals intersect.
 If the property, house, office or plot is of irregular shape or that of ‘T’ or ‘L’ shape, then to
locate the center encompass the property in square or rectangle shape and locate the
center by using the above method.
 Once you have the center of your Property. Now place a compass in the center of the
property and note down the eight directions namely North, South, East, West, Northeast,
Northwest, Southeast and Southwest of your property.

